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Vital Signs for the
Digital Enterprise
Why IT Needs Better IP Analytics Now

IT knows a lot about a lot.
But does it know enough about itself?
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
At one time, IT didn’t need to know that much about itself. Its main function was to support
specific business activities, so it needed to know only how well it supported those activities.
Application service level agreements (SLAs) and operational budget control were thus its
primary metrics.
Things have changed dramatically. Technology no longer merely supports the business. It is the
business. So IT must now possess much richer and more complete knowledge about the digital
condition of the enterprise — including trends and anomalies — than ever before.
This digital knowledge is like a Fitbit for the digital enterprise. Just as people capture and
interpret physical metrics to guide their quest for physical well-being, enterprises must capture
and interpret digital metrics in their quest for digital well-being. After all, you can’t improve
what you don’t measure.
To acquire this deeper, more complete knowledge about itself, today’s digital enterprise must:
1) Capture digital data universally across the enterprise at the IP/DNS/DHCP level
2) Transform that raw data into coherent digital information through robust, predictive analytics
3) Interpret that information in use-case context to arrive at actionable digital knowledge
Enterprises that continue to acquire digital self-knowledge in a fragmented, haphazard manner
will have significant shortfalls in that knowledge. They will also acquire that knowledge less
efficiently.
Those that successfully formulate and execute a strategy for true pan-enterprise digital
knowledge, on the other hand, will achieve greater well-being on numerous fronts — including
information security, software-defined infrastructure, and the Internet of Everything (IoE). And
they’ll spend less to do it.
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IT, Know Thyself
Analytics are being used by IT to deliver
often-spectacular insights to the business.
Retailers predict the best offer to make
to their customers. Logistics companies
optimally route shipments based on load,
weather, and delivery commitments.
Hospitals improve patient outcomes while
increasing their own economic efficiency.
Ironically, however, IT has not used
analytics for optimum effect on itself. Most
IT organizations, in fact, still depend on
traditional metrics such as application SLAs,
CPU utilization, packet drops, and the like
to track the digital health of the enterprise.
If and when an issue emerges, IT teams then
drill down to discover potential root causes.
This top-down, situational approach to
IT self-knowledge is no longer tenable for
several reasons:
Existing models are symptom-reactive,
not health-proactive.
It’s good to track application response
times. It’s even better to address any decline
in that response time before it noticeably
undermines the quality of the user experience.
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But even these seemingly “proactive”
approaches to IT health are ultimately
just responses to symptoms — followed
by forensic searches for root causes. They
do not guard the health of the digital
enterprise with sufficient vigilance, given
how important that health is to business
performance. Worse yet, symptom-chasing
contributes to a culture where the focus is on
avoiding negatives rather than on genuinely
optimizing the underlying digital health of
the enterprise.
The size, complexity, and fluidity of
digital environments have reached a new
order of magnitude.
New realities demand new processes.
Traditional metrics and dashboards still have
value, but they are holdovers from a time
when IT had fewer moving parts — and those
parts didn’t move so much. Today’s enterprise
digital environment is being radically
transformed across three dimensions:
1. Size. The proliferation of virtual
machines and end-user devices is
significantly increasing the scale of the
IT haystack, making it harder than ever
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to drill down to the right needle.
of course) was a perfectly appropriate goal.
2. Complexity. End-to-end IT services are
But that’s not IT’s primary role any
drawing on a growing number
more. IT’s job is now to enable the
of disparate sources for
enterprise to be pervasively,
data, application logic,
intrinsically, and awesomely
and security policies
digital. That requires much
IT’s job is
— making the
more than clearing alerts
now to enable the
relationship between
for this service or that
enterprise to be
networked elements
network resource. It
pervasively, intrinsically,
almost unfathomably
means ensuring that the
and awesomely
complex.
entire digital environment
digital.
3. Fluidity. Cloud,
is in optimal condition to
software-defined
deliver any needed services —
infrastructure, and end-user
even those acquired by lines of
mobility are making the digital
business directly from the cloud —
environment extremely fluid. Traditional with appropriate performance, security,
approaches to IT self-knowledge do not compliance, and overall manageability.
adequately address this constant and
Simply put, IT is becoming less like a set
accelerating fluidity.
of fixed assembly lines and more like a human
body — where a condition such as numbness
Digital health is central to business
of the feet can have a nonobvious dependency
performance.
on insulin production by the pancreas.
When IT’s primary role was to provide a
IT thus needs a deep, complete,
limited number of specific, well-understood
and unified understanding of itself
supporting services to the business,
both historically and in real time. That
minimizing outages for those specific
understanding is not provided by traditional
services (within existing budget constraints,
metrics and dashboards.
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A Three-Tier Strategy for Digital
Self-Knowledge
Given the importance of digital selfknowledge, how can IT best improve its
visibility into the state of the enterprise?
Is there an approach that can provide
actionable insight of real value without
placing undue additional burdens on IT’s
limited financial and operational resources?
Classic knowledge models suggest a threetiered approach that starts with raw data as
a foundation, contextualizes and organizes
that data to produce useful information, and
then applies appropriate analysis to that
information to produce knowledge that can
guide productive action. This model is fully
applicable to IT.
IP as the data foundation
IT has access to lots of metrics: network
traffic statistics, I/O and CPU utilization,
application session logs, and more.
However, a strong argument can be made
that the most foundational source of data in
any digital environment is IP/DNS activity.
Several realities support this position.
One is that every element in a networked
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environment can be identified by its IP,
activity into useful information. That’s where
network, and/or MAC address. So IP/
analytics come into play.
DNS activity provides universal coverage
Today’s advanced analytics can readily
of endpoints, servers, and devices
process massive volumes of IP/
across the digital enterprise.
DNS-level data without much
Another is that IP/DNS
in the way of prep work by
A
strong
data is highly reliable.
IT staff. By simply feeding
argument
can
be
Yes, IP addresses can be
all captured data into a
made
that
the
most
maliciously spoofed. And,
sufficiently sophisticated
foundational
source
of
yes, IT itself sometimes
analytic engine, IT can
data
in
any
digital
uses techniques, such
quickly discover trends
environment
is
IP/
as network address
and anomalies that convey
DNS
activity.
translation, that game DNS
conditions on the network
servers. But even in such
— including potential threats,
outlying cases, IP-level behaviors
excessive virtual machine churn,
themselves (such as DNS requests)
etc. Predictive analytics can go even
are not falsified. They are simply imputed to
further by extrapolating historical behaviors
different network elements.
to highlight issues potentially requiring
IT can thus confidently count on IP activity
action by IT.
to “fingerprint” all historical and real-time
It is worth noting that these analytics are
activity on the network. This is precisely the
likely to yield the best results if the underlying
correct foundation for digital self-knowledge. IP data is gathered in the most consistent
and complete manner possible. IT selfInformation through analytics
knowledge is thus as contingent on a unified
The amount of IP/DNS activity across the
enterprisewide IP/DNS architecture as it is on
enterprise is tremendous. IT therefore needs the sophistication of the analytics applied to
a way to transform the big data of that
the resulting data sets (see sidebar on page 6).
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Actionable knowledge use cases
Vital signs are certainly useful to doctors. But
no one goes to the hospital to get his or her
chart read. Patients instead need a certain
type of care — whether it’s cardiac surgery or
a course of medication for a liver condition.
The same holds true for the information
provided by analysis of IP-level data. The value
of that information can be realized only when it
is actively applied to specific use cases.
Typical use cases include:
• Internet of Things (IoT). Many companies
are substantially improving their value
proposition to the customer and their
internal processes by extending IP
connectivity to both products (such as
thermostats) and production assets
(such as utility meters) in the field. This
extension of the network footprint requires
the exact type of situational awareness
that only IP-based knowledge can
provide — including consistency of device
availability and levels of digital activity.
•H
 ybrid Cloud/Software-Defined
Infrastructure. Virtualization and the
cloud enable companies to get the
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DIGITAL FITNESS

FACT-BASED IT

KNOWLEDGE USE CASES
IT ANALYTICS

ENTERPRISE IP-LEVEL DATA CAPTURE
THE DIGITAL ENTERPRISE
By consistently capturing and leveraging IP-level data across the enterprise, IT can act on
facts to continuously and significantly enhance the health of the digital enterprise.
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infrastructure they need, when they
need it, while avoiding inefficient capital
expenditures. But as infrastructure
becomes untethered from fixed physical
assets — and as it continuously expands
and contracts across multiple cloud
providers’ environments — IT can find
it extremely challenging to keep track
of what’s where. Here again, IP-based
knowledge can uniquely provide
essential situational awareness.
•R
 isk mitigation and compliance. At
the same time as their threat surfaces
are expanding, companies also face
a relentlessly growing threat matrix.
This negative synergy is making it
increasingly difficult to prevent attacks,
perform necessary attack forensics,
and/or fulfill mandated regulatory
audits. IP-based knowledge is central
to all of these disciplines — whether
the challenge is fending off DNS
exploits or demonstrating best-effort
authentication controls to auditors.
Key to the value of IP-based knowledge is
that it is applicable to all of these use cases.
As the complexity of IT grows, IT leaders
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The unified, automated IP foundation
Unified, well-automated DDI (secure DNS, DHCP, and IP address management) is foundational
to any digital enterprise’s self-knowledge. Unfortunately, many IT organizations still rely
on localized and/or manually administered BIND and Microsoft Active Directory instances
to manage their IP address spaces. This creates a variety of problems that undermine selfknowledge efforts, including:
• Inaccurate data. Manual processes lead to errors and inconsistent policy compliance. These
errors and inconsistencies undermine confidence in analytic results.
• Cost. Without centralized, automated DDI, IT staff has to manually retrieve logs and/or spend
time rewriting scripts to automate log retrieval. This manual work adds cost and introduces
still more opportunities for error.
• Data latency. Manual, territorially fragmented IP management also introduces variable time
latencies into IP administration processes. The result is poorly synched data that further
undermines the ability to convert IP data into accurate, up-to-date digital self-knowledge.
Any IT organization seeking actionable, holistic situational awareness across the digital
enterprise must therefore start by implementing automated, policy-driven enterprise DDI.

have to avoid creating siloed solutions
for siloed problems. IP-based knowledge
is compelling in large part because it
can be so flexibly applied to diverse use
cases while building on a single, common
enterprisewide data foundation.

The IP Knowledge Payoff
IP-based knowledge doesn’t just enable
concrete actions. It also delivers concrete

benefits. And these benefits are particularly
compelling for digital enterprises under
pressure to achieve technological excellence.
Key benefits of IP-based knowledge include:
1. M
 ore proactive governance. IT has a
choice. It can continue to periodically
scramble whenever another audit
approaches by pulling together disparate
data from diverse sources. Or it can
evolve beyond such checklist fire drills by
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actually building good, compliance-guided
governance into its ongoing operations.
The latter obviously makes much more
sense — and is enabled by enterprisewide
IP data capture and analytics.
2. Better customer/end-user experience.
As noted above, IT has historically sought
to protect service levels by monitoring
specific conditions that may affect specific
services. But as infrastructure becomes
more fluid and applications are created by
mixing and matching microservices, this
approach will have only limited usefulness.
Going forward, IT will instead likely
find it much more useful to proactively
protect the digital health of the entire
enterprise in a more holistic manner, using
techniques such as IP-based knowledge.
3. R
 educed risk. Poor performance, malicious
DNS-based exploits, and virtual machine
bloat are just a few of the many dangers

that can threaten digital performance,
brand reputation, and IT economics.
These are also a few of the dangers that
IT can avoid when it maintains the highest
level of situational awareness through
continuous IP data capture and analysis.
4. R
 educed IT costs. Fragmented
governance increases IT OpEx — whether
that fragmentation is by application,
platform, device type, or location.
Unplanned work in response to outages,
security events, reorganizations, and
new regulatory mandates also has a
highly negative impact on IT’s economic
efficiency. IT organizations that get their IP
act together on a unified, enterprisewide
basis can avoid these all-too-frequent cost
hits to accomplish more while maintaining
better budget discipline.
5. Greater business agility. Lots of IT
organizations can move quickly. But

Infoblox (NYSE:BLOX) delivers critical network services that protect Domain Name System
(DNS) infrastructure, automate cloud deployments, and increase the reliability of enterprise and
service provider networks around the world. As the industry leader in DNS, DHCP, and IP address
management, the category known as DDI, Infoblox (www.infoblox.com) reduces the risk and
complexity of networking.
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they struggle to move quickly while
maintaining good visibility into and
control over their environments.
Coherent IP data combined with robust
predictive analytics provide this visibility
and control, even in the fastest-moving
environments — enabling IT to combine
speed with confidence.
These benefits make it clear: Digital
enterprises must get their IP/DNS act
together. They need a means of capturing
IP-level data universally across the extended
hybrid cloud environment. They need a good
analytic engine to turn that massive volume
of data into coherent information. And they
need to apply that information in use-case
context so that they can constantly act on
digital self-knowledge.
IT organizations that understand
themselves in this manner will be better
able to meet the escalating demands of
the digital enterprise. Those that don’t will
spend more, move more slowly, and wind
up with consistently poorer outcomes.
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